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Abstract24

Increasing temperature trends are expected to impact yields of major field crops25

by affecting various plant processes, such as phenology and growth. However future26

projections, especially at the global scale, do not consider any agronomic adaptation27

in farming practices. We use an ensemble of seven Global Gridded Crop Models28

(GGCMs) contributing to the AgMIP-Gridded project to quantify the impacts and29

adaptation potential of field crops under increasing temperature. We study how30

uniform warming scenarios up to 6 K affect the productivity and growing period31

duration of five major crops. The design of the experiment aims at understanding32

adaptation measures targeted to temperature-driven impacts and therefore leaves out33

changes in any other climate variable. We find that, without adaptation the dominant34

effect of temperature increase is to shorten the growing period and to reduce yields35

and production, consistently across crops and regions. We then test the potential36

of two agronomic measures to contrast warming-induced yield reduction, assuming37

that (i) cultivars with adjusted phenology would be used to regain the reference38

growing period duration; (ii) rainfed systemswould be converted to irrigated. Despite39

substantial uncertainties in model parametrization and little agreement in spatial40

patterns, at the global aggregation, model results are robust. We find that up to 3 K of41

temperature increase, production losses could be fully compensated by maintaining42

the original crop growing period. Irrigationwould also compensate production losses,43

but would not reduce the temperature impacts. Across regions, the model ensemble44

estimates larger adaptation potentials from unchanged growing periods in continental45

and temperate regions, than in tropical and arid regions, where also irrigation has46

respectively little effects and availability.47

Keywords: temperature increase, crop yield, adaptation, growing period, irrigation48
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1 Introduction49

Productivity of current cropping systems can be severely affected by changes in climatic50

and weather variables (Challinor et al., 2014; Rosenzweig et al., 2014). Increasing temper-51

ature trends have already negatively impacted productivity of agricultural crops over the52

last decades (Lobell et al., 2011). Multiple methodologies consistently estimate that each53

degree-Celsius warming causes an average 6% decline in yields of major cereal crops, if no54

adaptationmeasures are undertaken (Liu et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017). Future projections55

indicate that large portions of current global harvested area will continue experiencing56

declines in the attainable yields. This even if assuming that e.g. current management was57

transferred among regions to adapt to climate change (Pugh et al., 2016).58

The crop yield is a result of several physiological plant processes, many of which59

are mediated by the ambient temperature, as plants can only partially internally regulate60

their own temperature (Parent et al., 2010). Temperature increases up to process-specific61

optimum are associated with accelerated rates of (i) crop phenological development (the62

progress through the life cycle stages of the plant), (ii) growth metabolism (e.g. photo-63

synthesis and respiration) and (iii) evapotranspiration (Asseng et al., 2015; Eyshi Rezaei64

et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017). If on the one hand higher metabolic and transpiration rates65

can enhance primary productivity (biomass) per unit of time, on the other hand faster phe-66

nology determines shorter crop growing period durations (time from sowing to maturity),67

which are often associated to lower productivity (Hatfield et al., 2011; Egli, 2011). More-68

over increased evapotranspiration rates can faster deplete the soil water content, possibly69

leading to plant water stress. In consequence, different agronomic management options70

are proposed as adaptation strategies against temperature induced yield decrease. Most71

commonly these include shift of sowing dates, choice of cultivar with adjusted phenology72

and irrigation.73

Although some literature has been produced on the assessment of the above mentioned74

adaptation strategies at scales from local to regional (Semenov et al., 2014; Burke &75

Emerick, 2016; Ruiz-Ramos et al., 2018; Parent et al., 2018), their study at the global76

scale remains an open question. As a consequence, global projections of climate change77

impacts normally do not consider the adaptation of agricultural system in response to78

climate change and might therefore overestimate impacts on crop yields and production.79

Crop models allow to conduct virtual experiments controlling by several factors, to80

study the complex biophysical effects of atmosphere and soil processes on crop growth81

and productivity. As such, they are widely applied methods for the analysis of climate82

change impacts on agriculture and play a fundamental role in integrated assessment studies83

(Rosenzweig et al., 2018). Here we propose the first spatially-explicit global study of the84

adaptation potential to local temperature increase of current rainfed systems. We use85

results from Global Gridded Crop Models (GGCMs) participating to the Agricultural86

Model Intercomparison and Improvement Project (AgMIP) (Rosenzweig et al., 2013).87

The aims of the study are to assess the potential of adaptation in growing period selection88

and supplementary irrigation to avoid warming-induced reductions in crop yields. To89

this end, we study how uniform warming scenarios of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 K affect crop90

productivity and growing period duration. We then compare this to a set of scenarioswhere91

different (hypothetical) cultivars with adjusted phenology are introduced, which maintains92

the reference growing period. As a second adaptation measure we study the effect of93

irrigation. Both adaptationmeasures are analyzed separately and jointly. Since cropmodel94

responses are uncertain and model often show complementary skills (Müller et al., 2017),95
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we make use of a large ensemble of GGCMs. These have run protocol-based simulations,96

harmonizing for input data on both weather variables and agronomicmanagement settings.97

Using a crop ensemble, we can address the model-induced uncertainty of our findings.98

1.1 Materials and methods99

1.1.1 Simulation protocol and Models100

Seven GGCM frameworks (CARAIB, GEPIC, LPJ-GUESS, LPJmL, pDSSAT, PEPIC,101

PROMET) are contributing to this study (Tab. 1) and follow theGGCMIphase 2 simulation102

protocol (SI, section 5.1). All simulations are run at 0.5 degree spatial resolution and for 31103

years of the historical climate (1980-2010), models with a daily time step use AgMERRA104

(Ruane et al., 2015), while those with three hourly time resolution use ERA-Interim105

(ERAI) (Weedon et al., 2014). The experiment design consists of separate simulations106

for five crops (maize, rice, soy, spring-wheat, winter-wheat), under six levels of globally107

uniform temperature increases (T0, T1, T2, T3, T4, T6) and four management settings,108

that we call historical-management setting (T-sensitive growing period & Rainfed) and109

three adaptive-management setting (Fixed growing period & Rainfed; T-sensitive growing110

period & Irrigation; Fixed growing period & Irrigation). To target specific adaptation111

strategies it is necessary to isolate the the effect of individual climatic factors, as there is112

uncertainty in e.g. the temperature sensitivity to increased CO2 and in future correlations113

between precipitation and temperature patterns (Carter et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017;114

Schleussner et al., 2018). In this study we aim at isolating the impact and adaptation115

of crops to temperature increase. Therefore, the atmospheric CO2 concentration is kept116

constant at 360 ppm in all simulation years and scenarios. Similarly, precipitation and117

other climate drivers are unchanged across scenarios.118

The model ensemble is harmonized for some key management practices: 1) the119

growing period; 2) the water supply (rainfed or fully irrigated); 3) the nitrogen-fertilizer120

application rate. The growing period harmonization follows the protocol of phase 1121

(Elliott et al., 2015), based on observed growing period data (Sacks et al., 2010; Portmann122

et al., 2010), gap-filled with rule-based (Waha et al., 2012) cropping calendars. Modellers123

are asked to calibrate the phenology, so that the average (over the 31-years simulation124

period) growing periods match the provided crop- and grid-specific sowing and maturity125

dates. Maturity dates are estimated from observed harvest dates by subtracting crop-126

specific maturity to harvest times (21, 7, 21, 7, 7 days for maize, rice, soy, spring-wheat,127

winter-wheat respectively) (Elliott et al., 2015). The calibration procedure is individually128

chosen by each modelling team, which can freely determine phenological parameters129

such as cardinal temperatures, growing degree days, vernalization and/or photoperiod130

requirements, as well as set these as grid-specific or as global values. The obtained131

parametrization is assumed to describe the available historical crop cultivar pool, see132

detail in Table 1 and S3. Irrigation is assumed to be unconstrained by surface water133

availability and each crop is simulated under rainfed and fully irrigated conditions in each134

grid cell. Current cropland patterns are selected in model post-processing. The nitrogen135

load is assumed to be 200 kgN ha−1 y−1 uniformly for each crop and cropping season,136

applied in 2 doses: 50% at planting, 50% on a crop- and grid-specific day (see protocol in137

SI, section 5.1).138

Five artificial warming scenarios are created by perturbing input daily air temperature139

by five respective offsets (+1,+2,+3,+4,+6 K).140
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In addition to simulations assuming historical management, three adaptive manage-141

ment scenarios are simulated for each temperature level: 1) under the fixed growing period142

setting we assume the use of different hypothetical cultivars with adapted phenological143

traits, which maintain the reference growing period under each warming level; 2) under144

the irrigation setting we assume the supply of unlimited irrigation water to the crops; 3)145

we also test the combination of fixed growing period and irrigation. The textitfixed grow-146

ing period implementation is simulated by adjusting the crop phenological parameters,147

so that the average (over the 31-years simulation period) length of the growing period148

(in days) is the same (as closely as possible) under all T0-T6 scenarios. Modellers are149

asked to implement individual solutions to maintain the current growing period extent150

(e.g. precalculating changes in thermal time requirements based on fixed temperature151

shifts or adjusting by iteration). For models that separate phenology into multiple stages152

(e.g. sowing-to-anthesis and anthesis-to-maturity) modelers are asked to scale parameters153

of each stage equally, so that the timing of intermediate stages such as anthesis stays154

approximately the same. Sowing dates are kept constant at the historical observations.155

Irrigation is implemented to re-fill soil water content to field capacity as soon as it falls156

below a threshold of 90% of soil field capacity (Elliott et al., 2015).157

Table 1: GGCMs participating in the study with main features of their phenological
module.

GGCM Temperature response
function

Phenological drivers Perceived
Tempera-
ture

Phenological
phases

CARAIB Lin., Tmin T(GDD), W Tair 1 (S-M)
GEPIC Lin., Tmin, Topt T(GDD), T(V), DL Tair 1 (S-M)
LPJ-GUESS Lin., Tmin, Topt*, Tmax* T(GDD), T(V) Tair 2 (S-A-M)
LPJmL Lin., Tmin T(GDD), T(V) Tair 1 (S-M)
pDSSAT [?] [T(GDD), T(V), DL, O] Tair [?]
PEPIC Curv., Tmin, Topt T(GDD), W, N Tair 1 (S-M)
PROMET Curv., Tmin, Topt, Tmax [T(DVR)], T(V), DL, W Tleaf 10 (BBCH)

Temperature response function for phenology (Wang et al., 2017): Lin, linear; Curv., curvilinear;
Tmin; minimum cardinal temperature; Topt, optimum cardinal temperature; Tmax, maximum
cardinal temperature; * for spring-wheat and winter-wheat only

Phenological drivers: T(GDD), temperature (growing degree days); T(DVR), temperature
(development rate); T(V), temperature (vernalization); DL, daylength; W, water; N, nitrogen

Perceived temperature: Temperature perceived by the crop, driving phenological and metabolic
processes (Tair, air temperature; Tleaf, leaf temperature)

Phenological phases: S, sowing; A, anthesis; M, maturity; BBCH, full BBCH

1.1.2 Model output processing158

Models report yearly dry-matter yields (MgDM ha−1), sowing dates (day of year, DOY ),159

maturity-dates (days f rom planting) for the period 1980-2010, separately for maize,160

rice, soy, spring-wheat, winter-wheat. Yield failures are reported as 0 Mg ha−1, while161

non-simulated grids are reported as NA values. Maturity dates of yield failure years are162

set to NA.163

We compute the long-term averages (1980-2009) for yield, sowing date and maturity164

date for the period 1981-2009 for each model, temperature offset scenario, and manage-165
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ment setting respectively. The first and last year of the simulation time series are excluded166

to ensure a complete growing season associated reporting issue (Elliott et al., 2015).167

Under the reference temperature scenario (T0) the growing periods are assumed to be168

the same as in all management settings. Yields of fixed growing period are assumed to be169

the same as inT-sensitive growing perios for the rainfed and irrigation settings respectively.170

Outputs for T5 are not simulated, and therefore derived by linear interpolation between171

T4 and T6 for each GGCM, crop and grid cell, independently for each of the management172

setting (categorical variables). Some are not available for all models (Fig. S1), and we173

gap-filled missing simulations by linear interpolation of neighboring scenarios (with an174

exception for rice and soy for the LPJ-GUESS model that are not simulated at all). The175

CARAIB model has a partially harmonized growing period (with harmonized sowing176

dates, while the model was not calibrated to match observed harvest dates, see Section177

5.2.1 for details), but the simulation with fixed growing periods as needed.178

For data processing we use R (R Core Team, 2018), and R-packages for handling179

netcdf4 (Pierce, 2015), for handling big-data and perform computation (Dowle & Srini-180

vasan, 2017; Wickham, 2011) and for plotting results (Wickham, 2009).181

1.1.3 Metrics182

All GGCMs included in this study simulate crop phenology as a function of temperature183

(thermal-unit sum, vernalization). We quantify the average impact of globally uniform184

temperature increase on growing periods and yields across all GGCMs and cropland-grid185

cells by fitting linear regression models for each individual crop (Fig. 2a,b). To understand186

whether there is a direct relationship between responses of growing periods and yields to187

temperature increase, we analyze the joint distribution of their changes from the reference188

scenario (T0). We categorize the possible responses into four classes, defined by the sign189

of change of the two variables, and illustrate their frequency of occurrence within each190

class and climatic regions (Fig. 2c).191

To quantify the impact of temperature increase on global crop production, we estimate192

the production change (%) under warming scenarios as compared to the reference tem-193

perature scenario (T0). The grid-based global production under the management system194

m and temperature offset n (Pm,n, Eq. (1)) is obtained as the sum of production across all195

crops (c) and grid cells (g). Within the grid cell j, the yield of crop i is multiplied by its196

calorie content and by its area in that grid.197

Pm,n =

g∑
j=1

c∑
i=1

area j,i · yield j,i · caloriei (1)

The calorie content values are derived from the FAO food balance sheet handbook198

(FAO, 2001), which reports food composition in terms of weight "as purchased", therefore199

model output yields are converted from dry- to fresh-matter as from Wirsenius (2000) to200

obtain the calorie-yield per crop and unit of area (Tab. 2). The grid cell- and crop-specific201

area is obtained fromMIRCA2000 (Portmann et al., 2010) data set at 0.5 degree resolution.202

To determine whether the fixed growing period and irrigation can be effective adapta-203

tion options we compute the Adaptation Index (AI, Eq. (2)) (modified from Lobell (2014))204

for each grid cell, temperature offset, and adaptive management setting as205

AI = 100 · (c − b)/|a|, if a < 0 (2)
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Table 2: Crop parameters used for post-processing model outputs.
Crop Grain dry matter Calorie content

(%) (Gcal Mg−1)
maize 88 3.560
soy 91 3.350
spring-wheat 88 3.340
winter-wheat 88 3.340
rice 87 2.800

where a is the impact of temperature increase on yield under historical management,206

b is the effect of the adaptive management under the reference scenario T0, c is the effect207

of the adaptive management under increased temperature scenarios (Fig. 1). Values of AI208

are computed only if a is negative, otherwise temperature increase is considered beneficial209

and no adaptation measures are necessary. AI ranges between −∞ and +∞, with AI ≥ 100210

indicating full- or over-compensation of losses (full adaptation); 0 < AI < 100 indicating211

partial-compensation of losses (partial adaptation); AI < 0 indicating no-compensation of212

losses, meaning either an amplification of damages or that the adaptive-management can213

be increasing production, without being impact-reducing (intensification), and therefore214

not a true adaptationmeasure. AI is computed for each single GGCMandwe then compute215

the median ensemble and uncertainty (two model-standard deviations) across GGCMs.216

Figure 1: Diagram of the Adaptation Index (AI) computation (Modified from Lobell
(2014)). The plot shows the yield (Mg ha−1) as a function of increasing temperature
offsets (K). T0 is the temperature under the reference climate, Tn is the temperature under
a warmer climate (in this study Tn represents increasing temperature offsets of T1 to T6).
The black and the red line represent the Yield∼Temperature curves with either historical
or adaptive crop management. AI is computed as in Eq. 2 where a is the impact of
temperature increase from T0 to Tn on yield under static management, b is the effect that
the adaptive management would have under the reference conditions (T0), c is the effect
that the adaptive management would have under warmer climate Tn.
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2 Results217

2.1 Crop phenology response to temperature offsets218

With increasing temperature, the growing period shortens almost linearly at the global219

aggregation (Fig. 2). The slope of this relationship (days of growing period lost per220

degree of warming) is very similar across the five crops considered here, ranging between221

5.4 days K−1 (maize) and 3.8 days K−1 (spring-wheat). The spread of growing period222

length across all GGCMs and all cropland globally does not change much with warming223

(whiskers in Fig. 2), except for soy, where the spread increases and winter-wheat, where224

it slightly decreases with temperature. There are differences between models S4. The225

general response is robust across the GGCMs (Tab. 1) with a linear temperature response226

function, whereas PEPIC and PROMET, which both implemented a curvilinear function227

of phenology show smaller (or even opposite in case of rice, PROMET) sensitivity of228

the growing period change across crops. Spatial patterns of growing period length at229

different temperature levels show that its shortening (days) is especially pronounced in230

cold-temperature limited regions for maize and soy (Fig. S8a), because less days are below231

base temperatures under warming there.232

2.2 Impact of temperature offsets on crop yield233

The response in crop yields follows a very similar pattern as the growing period, with an234

almost linear decline with temperature. Here differences between crops in temperature-235

induced yield losses range between 0.36 t ha−1 K−1 for rice and 0.11 t ha−1 K−1 for winter-236

wheat (Fig. 2b). Also the spread of crop yield across all GGCMs and all cropland237

globally decreases with temperature, by simply approaching lower yield levels and thus238

display reduced spread at the low end of the distribution. For rice, soy and winter-wheat,239

we also observe narrower interquartile ranges (boxes in Fig. 2b) with temperature.240

There is no clear relationship between changes in growing period and changes in crop241

yields, however in most cases ( 69%) shorter growing periods are associated with declining242

yields (Fig. 2c): 71, 62, 68, 70, and 12% for tropical, arid, temperate, continental and polar243

areas respectively. There are rare cases where decreasing growing periods are associated244

with increasing yields or where longer growing periods are associated with declining245

yields. However, longer growing periods with increasing crop yields are basically non-246

existent. In some GGCMs, phenology is implemented to slow down at high temperatures247

(Tab. 1), so that warming can also lead to longer growing periods. Also, for winter-248

wheat, vernalization requirements are not satisfied as quickly under warming, so that the249

phenological development decelerates.250
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Figure 2: Effect of increasing temperature on crop phenology (growing period duration,
days from planting) (a) and on yield (b) of the different rainfed crops. Each box represents
the distribution of all grid cells values of all GGCMs for a specific temperature offset.
Linear regression lines across all grid cells and GGCMs are plotted and lables report
estimated intercept and slope. The heat map in panel (c) displays the relationship between
yield changes (Mg ha−1) and growing period changes (days) with increasing temperature.
Changes are measured as differences between the values of the variable under a warmer
and the reference temperature respecively. Each panel include all simulated grid cells at
all temperature offsets between T1 and T6) of all crops in a climate region. Hexagons are
colored according to their frequency count.
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2.3 Effectiveness of adaptation measures251

Increasing temperatures decrease global production of all crops almost linearly, except for252

winter-wheat, where decreases only start at a warming of ∼ 2 K. Using different cultivars,253

so that the original growing period is maintained under warming (fixed growing period254

setting; yellow lines in Fig. 3), the total global calorie production of all five crops can255

be stabilized up to ∼ 2 K and declines with further warming. This results from different256

temperature responses of the individual crops. Rice, soy and spring-wheat show an almost257

linear decline with warming. For maize, the fixed growing period setting leads to stable258

global maize production up to warming of ∼ 3 K. For winter-wheat, warming of up to259

∼ 3 K is projected to even increase global production and decreases only occur after that260

warming level. At the global aggregation level, the different GGCMs agree very well on261

these responses patterns, with the greatest uncertainty for winter-wheat (yellow shaded262

area in Fig. 3). Converting all rainfed to irrigated cropland (assuming unlimited water263

supply; irrigation setting) would increase global calorie production by ∼ 20% (blue lines264

in Fig. 3). However, also fully irrigated production would directly decline with increasing265

temperatures at similar rates as rainfed production. The intensification through irrigation266

would maintain current production levels up to ∼ 4 K. Similar patterns are displayed by267

all crops, but winter-wheat could maintain current production levels up to the maximum268

warming level tested here (6 K). Across the different GGCMs, the effects of irrigation of269

currently rainfed cropland are generally more uncertain than the effects of warming on270

rainfed crop production. In combination, the fixed growing period and irrigationmeasures271

facilitate a positive response of global calorie production to warming up to 4 K (green272

line in Fig. 3). For all warming levels tested here, the combined effect of the fixed273

growing period and irrigation measures leads to increased global calorie production on274

current rainfed cropland. For maize, the combination of the fixed growing period and275

irrigation measures leads to continuous increases in production with warming. Current276

global rainfed rice production cannot be maintained even with the combination of the277

fixed growing period and irrigation beyond 2K . The size of the response of spring-wheat278

production to introducing irrigation to all rainfed areas is highly uncertain across GGCMs,279

as two models (LPJmL and pDSSAT) project roughly doubled spring-wheat production280

under irrigation, whereas the other models often project increases of only 25%. However,281

the uniform decline of irrigated spring-wheat production on rainfed cropland is robust282

across all GGCMs.283
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Figure 3: Impact (%) of increasing temperature and of four management settings on
global calorie production of all crops aggregated as well as of each crop. The lines and
the shaded area represent the median and the interquartile range (25th to 75th percentiles)
of the GGCM ensemble respectively.
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The effectiveness of the the fixed growing period adaptation differs across regions.284

In temperate and continental regions, there is greater potential for adaptation through the285

fixed growing periods than in tropical and arid regions. Fig. 4a shows the effectiveness286

of the fixed growing period adaptation for a warming level of 4 K, however, the patterns287

are very robust across all warming levels tested here (see Appendix Fig. S12). There288

are substantial differences in the global patterns of adaptation effectiveness across the289

GGCMs (Fig. 4b, S13). There is greater agreement on where fixed growing period has290

little adaptation effectiveness, but models often disagree (larger ensemble AI standard291

deviation) on the magnitudes of the adaptation effectiveness of the fixed growing period292

measure (Fig. 4b). The fixed growing periods measure has hardly any positive effect293

in arid regions, but has the potential to maintain current production levels in continental294

regions (see Appendix Fig. S12). In arid regions, the fixed growing period measure can295

lead to amplified damages and would thus be a form of "maladaptation" (Fig. 4a, S13,296

S14). In tropical regions, irrigation has little potential to intensify production, whereas297

it obviously has very large potential in arid regions if water was available for this (see298

Appendix Fig. S12).299
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Figure 4: Impacts of temperature increase (a) and adaptation potential (AI) of rainfed
crops with fixed growing period at 4 K of temperature increase. a and AI are computed
as in Eq. 2. Panel (a) shows the areas where the GGCMs ensemble median estimates:
(i) both negative temperature impact and negative adaptation effect (orange, a < 0 &
AI < 0); (ii) negative temperature impact and positive adaptation effect, but with only
partial compensations of yield losses (blue, a < 0 & 0 < AI < 100); (iii) negative
temperature impact and positive adaptation effect, with full compensation of yield losses
(light green, a < 0 & AI > 100); (iv) positive temperature impacts (dark green, a > 0);
(v) neutral impacts (gray, a = 0). Panel (b) shows 2 standard deviations of AI across
GGCMs, only in the grid cells where temperature increase has negative impacts (a < 0).
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3 Discussion300

Using a large GGCM ensemble in a systematic warming experiment, we find that tem-301

perature increase leads to continuous reductions in global crop production, which is in302

line with previous findings (Challinor et al., 2014; Rosenzweig et al., 2014; Lobell et al.,303

2011; Liu et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017). Our results suggest that this decline is driven304

by a combination of accelerated phenology and thus shorter growing periods as well as305

by direct effects on plant growth. As such, selecting cultivars that maintain the original306

growing period under warming is a viable adaptation measure in most regions, as it re-307

duces or fully compensates negative effects of warming on crop yields. The response is308

variable across regions, crops and GGCMs and thus subject to uncertainty.309

In absence of information on crop and cultivar parameters, process-based model ap-310

plied at the global scale have to make assumptions. Folberth et al. (2016) demonstrate311

how important the assumptions on management aspects are for simulating crop yields.312

As such, it can be expected that the same assumptions also affect the modeled effects of313

adaptation. Previous GGCM ensemble studies showed that harmonization of management314

settings (Elliott et al., 2015) can have substantial effects on model performance (Müller315

et al., 2017), however, only a small set of those can be harmonized with existing global data316

sets (e.g. fertilizer, growing periods). In this exercise, modelers were asked to parametrize317

crop phenology so that the current growing period is reproduced in the reference simu-318

lation (AgMERRA climate data, (Ruane et al., 2015)). In the simulations without fixed319

growing period adaptation (T-sensitive growing period setting), this parametrization was320

not changed so that the simulated growing period responds to warming, depending on321

the individual GGCMs’ implementation of phenology modules (Tab. 1). In the fixed322

growing period adaptation setting, the crop phenology parameters were re-calibrated for323

each warming level, so that the growing season was roughly unaffected by warming. How-324

ever, no harmonization was requested for any other cultivar parameters or the functional325

form of the phenological response to temperature (Tab. 1). As such, the ensemble of326

GGCMs used here reflects a broader variety of cultivars and management systems, which327

may explain part of the diverse modeled regional response to fixed growing period adap-328

tation. Cardinal temperatures of phenological development are considered crop specific329

(Hatfield et al., 2011), with very little variability within species among genotypes and330

no acclimation to changes in temperature (Parent & Tardieu, 2012), therefore supporting331

the use by the GGCMs of crop-specific global parameters in the temperature response332

function for phenology. On the other hand, photosynthesis and enzyme activity acclimate333

to higher temperature (Parent & Tardieu, 2012) and cultivars differ for their sensitivity to334

heat stress. In particular, cultivars that are selected in hot climates are less sensitive to335

yield losses Butler & Huybers (2013), a feature that is not reflected in the GGCMs. Rezaei336

et al. (2018) suggest that the temperature response in phenology could be flawed by not337

accounting for changes in cultivar choice in the historic past. Also Zhu et al. (subm) find338

that GGCMs often overestimate the response in growing period length compared to other339

yield-reducing effects of warming. This uncertainty in regional responses is in contrast340

to the robust finding of fixed growing period adaptation at the global aggregation, where341

models do not differ much. It remains unclear how the diverse regional responses need to342

be aggregated. Considering the complex interaction of initial cultivar parameterization for343

baseline yields and warming effects (Folberth et al., 2016) this requires further research344

and requires better information on existing management systems globally.345

Following the definition of Lobell (2014) for adaptation, we find that converting rainfed346
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crop production cannot be considered a true adaptation measure, but rather a measure of347

intensification. This is because the beneficial effect of this change in management has348

no greater benefit under warming than under current conditions. This is surprising to349

some extent, because previous studies find that irrigation reduces the direct negative350

effects of warming on crop yields. Schauberger et al. (2017) find that irrigation buffers351

against damages from exposure to hot temperatures for maize in the USA and maize yield352

response to temperature is found to be highly leveraged by soil moisture status (Carter353

et al., 2016) and thus presumably irrigation in dryer areas. The lack of reproducing354

this effect in this model ensemble may be due to several reasons. First, only one of355

the seven GGCMs (PROMET) accounts for the cooling effect of increased transpiration356

under irrigation by simulating canopy temperatures, whereas all other models assume357

canopy temperature to be equal to air temperatures. However, also PROMET shows358

the same pattern in the response to irrigation and warming as all the other GGCMs:359

intensification of production through converting rainfed to irrigated production, but no360

benefit on the negative response to warming (see Appendix Fig. S11). Second, if models361

tend to overestimate the growing period response to warming as suggested by Rezaei et al.362

(2018); Zhu et al. (subm), the shortening of the growing season may overly dominate363

the yield response and direct effects of warming on plant growth are underrepresented in364

the model results. If canopy temperatures are not accounted for, irrigation cannot affect365

the simulated length of the growing period and will not show in the underrepresented366

effects on crop growth. Nonetheless this intensification could compensate for much of the367

warming-induced damage, at least in regions where irrigation water could be supplied.368

We find that the challenge to maintain current productivity levels under warming is369

particularly large in the tropical and arid climate zones, given that the adaptation of fixed370

growing period has little potential to reduce the negative effects of warming on crop yields371

and that shifting rainfed to irrigated production has little potential in the tropics and will be372

severely hampered by water availability in most arid regions. Also, the tropics are bound373

to experience climate conditions that have no analogues under current climate conditions374

(Pugh et al., 2016), so that breeding or designing cultivars for such conditions will be375

particularly challenging.376

Generally, the GGCMI CTWN-A modeling experiment is an artificial setup with377

several implications for the interpretation of results (Franke et al., subm). Firstly, we here378

only study the effects of warming in a uniform manner, i.e. all days warm by exactly the379

same offset, which is not representative for realistic climate change scenarios. Second,380

associated impacts from changes in precipitation under climate change as well as elevated381

atmospheric CO2 concentrations, which drive climate change (?) are ignored. These can382

often enhance (Kimball, 2016), but also reduce (Prasad et al., 2006) crop growth. Third,383

we here consider only high-input systems with nitrogen fertilization levels of 200kgNha−1
384

and no other nutrient limitations (e.g. P, K). However, we render these simplifications385

as justified, as we are aiming to understand how warming-induced damages to crop386

production can be compensated by an adaptation measure the counteracts the phenological387

acceleration, which is almost exclusively temperature driven. This artificial setup helps388

to isolate effects, which are typically difficult to separate in realistic climate scenarios,389

in which the relationship of changes in temperature, precipitation and atmospheric CO2390

concentrations are very model dependent (McSweeney & Jones, 2016). Still, results391

from the GGCMI CTWN-A experiment as analyzed here should not be misinterpreted as392

assessments of adaptation options under realistic climate change scenarios.393

The adaptationmeasure to regain thewarming-induced loss of growing period duration394
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considered here is also a simplified theoretical case. As the maintaining of the original395

growing period is not always beneficial or somewhat shorter or longer growing periods396

could have even greater potential to adapt to warming, this only represents one specific397

case of a broader continuum. Also, adaptation in cultivar choice is likely linked to changes398

in sowing dates to best adapt cropping systems to changed climatic conditions, which is399

especially relevant in regions with temperature seasonality (Waha et al., 2012). However,400

selecting a static growing season as a uniform adaptation measure again facilitates better401

interpretation of the results. Still, uncertainty are linked to the differences in interpreting402

the modeling protocol. The simulations conducted by CARAIB did not parametrize403

cultivar traits to reproduce the harmonization target for crop maturity (Elliott et al., 2015),404

but do keep their growing seasons constant under warming in the adaptation setup. Other405

models did follow the harmonization protocol, but growing seasons are not always closely406

reproduced (see Appendix Fig. S2). This contributes to the uncertainty in the modeled407

response to adaptation.408

4 Conclusions409

Future warming as projected under climate change will negatively affect crop production.410

Despite possibly compensating or amplifying effects form simultaneously changing pre-411

cipitation and atmospheric CO2 concentrations, it is important to understand options for412

adapting to the warming-induced yield reductions. Using a global gridded crop model413

ensemble, we find that adapting new cultivars that would maintain current crop growing414

periods under warming is a viable option with substantial potential to fully compensate415

warming-induced yield reductions, especially in the temperate and continental climate416

zones. Even though growing period adaptation also shows positive effects in the tropics,417

but hardly any in arid regions, these effects are insufficient to fully compensate warming-418

induced yield reduction even at low levels of warming. Tropical regions are also not419

very responsive to introducing irrigated production systems so that maintaining current420

crop productivity under warming is particularly challenging in the tropics. The lack of421

knowledge on current management systems at the global scale renders model simulations422

at this scale as particularly uncertain. Despite this uncertainty we find globally aggregated423

impacts and effects of adaptation to be robust across the model ensemble, that implicitly424

represents a broader set of management systems by differing in the parametrization of425

management-related features. Future research will have to exploit the potential for adapta-426

tion and intensification in temperate and continental climate zones to contribute to future427

food security and will have to identify ways how the double burden of strong climate428

change impacts and low adaptation potential in the tropical and arid climate zones can be429

alleviated.430
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5 Supplementary materials566

5.1 GGCMI phase 2 CTWN-A protocol567

The overall scientific rational of the GGCMI phase 2 protocol is to conduct a comparative568

analysis of the strategies and mechanisms used in different models to describe CTWN569

processes, interactions, and feedbacks. This analysis framework builds on the AgMIP570

Coordinated Climate-Crop Modeling Project [(Ruane et al., 2013; McDermid et al.,571

2015)] efforts to compare models, sites, and uncertainty and extends the concept now to572

global gridded simulations. This also provides a basis for comparison between grids and573

site-based networks. Moreover, it aims at enhanced understanding of how models work,574

characterizing models by sensitivity to drivers, and assess aggregated model responses at575

different aggregation levels (e.g. Köppn-Geiger climate zones).576

GGCMI participants run models globally using harmonized input data. The Ag-577

MERRA climate data set from 1980-2010 is used as in phase 1 (Elliott et al., 2015).578

Groups that require data on long-wave radiation are asked to use the data from the Prince-579

ton GF (version 1, not PGFv2). Nitrogen and CO2 are specified at globally uniform levels580

and will not be provided as spatially explicit data sets. Nitrogen fertilizer is to be applied581

in 2 doses, 50% at planting and 50% at a crop- and pixel specific date (40 days after582

planting for all spring crops, case-specific for winter wheat). All other sources of nitrogen583

supply (mineralization, fixation by soy) have to be reported in the outputs, no deposition584

or soil-only fixation should be applied. Modelers are asked to find implement themselves585

scenarios of CTWN offsets.586

Four levels of participation are defined (low, mid, high, super tier). GGCM crop-587

specific output variables of highest priority have to be submitted per growing season:588

yield (t DM ha−1 yr−1); total above ground biomass yield (t DM ha−1 yr−1); actual589

planting date (day of year); anthesis date (day of year), maturity date (days from planting);590

applied irrigation water (mm yr−1), evapotranspiration (growing season sum, mm yr−1).591

To reduce the computational burden, regions that are considered unsuitable are cut out592

of the simulation. Unsuitable areas are defined according to AEZ. There are a few cases,593

where (at the resolution of 0.5 degrees) the pixels is classified as dominantly unsuitable but594

the cropland masks assign cropland to these pixels. To ensure that all cropland currently595

used in the aggregation is also simulated by the groups, only pixels that are predominantly596

unsuitable (>=90%) and do not contain any cropland (according to MIRCA2000) are597

excluded. By excluding ‘out-of-question areas’, simulation results (all crops everywhere)598

can be aggregated by any land-use pattern in subsequent analyses.599

5.2 Model characteristics and protocol implementation details600

5.2.1 CARAIB601

CARAIB simulates the crop development from sowing to harvest, requiring a certain602

(crop-specific) heat accumulation to be reached. A cultivar is attributed to each grid cell603

as a function of the cell growing season temperature and soil water availability (see below).604

To germinate a crop needs to accumulate some temperature and soil water conditions must605

also be suitable for seed germination, so that some delay can occur between sowing and606

germination. For instance, with a base temperature of 0°C, wheat germinates when GDD0607

= 140°Cd and only if soil water conditions are suitable. Wheat reaches maturity when608

GDD0 attains at least 1800°Cd but some cultivars require more (up to 4000°Cd). In the609
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model, stress occurs under critical soil water content and (minimum) temperature.610

CARAIB follows a modified protocol with harmonized sowing dates, while the model611

was not calibrated to match observed maturity dates of each grid cell. The simulated612

growing season of a crop is constrained by observed cropping calendars. Specifically,613

Sacks et al. (2010) is used to define the crop-specific maximum growing season length.614

For instance, if wheat does not reach maturity within 200 days, it is not harvested. Min-615

imum and maximum GDD sums (extreme cultivars) are derived from observed growing616

period lengths, reported for each crop by Sacks et al. (2010). Between these extreme617

cultivars, there are a series of intermediate cultivars. A cultivar is attributed to each grid618

cell as a function of the cell temperature over the growing period (temperature accumu-619

lation) with soil water availability limiting the growing period length. The new-cultivar620

adaptation measure was implemented based on the partially-harmonized growing period621

length obtained under the baseline temperature scenario (T0). Adaptation was based on622

temperature only, while water limitations were kept constant under the rainfed as well as623

the irrigated scenarios.624

5.2.2 GEPIC625

GEPIC simulates the phenological development rate as null belowTmin, equal toTday−Tmin626

between Tmin and Topt , and maximum at Topt .627

To harmonize the growing periods growing degree days only were tuned. Default628

parameters from EPICv0810 for Tmin and Topt were used. Tmin and Topt together with629

long-term (1980-2010) monthly climate data were used to calculate the average GDD in630

each pixel based on reported harvest and planting dates.631

GEPIC provided simulation results for a subset of T levels. The output variables of632

the missing levels (either T1 & T3, or T2) were derived by linear interpolation.633

5.2.3 LPJ-GUESS634

LPJ-GUESS simulates the phenological development rate as null below Tmin and above635

Tmax , and maximum at Topt .636

To harmonize the growing period GDD (PHUs) only were tuned.637

LPJ-GUESS provided simulation results for a subset of crops: maize, spring-wheat,638

winter-wheat.639

5.2.4 LPJmL640

LPJmL simulates the phenological development rate as null below Tmin, otherwise it is641

Tday − Tmin.642

To harmonize the growing periods GDD only were tuned. Simulations with increased643

GDD requirements were conducted, so that crops would grow beyond the prescribed644

harvest day and recorded theGDD accumulated on that day. For the CTWN-A simulations,645

the recorded GDD on the harvest day was averaged over the AgMERRA time period and646

prescribed per pixel and crop. Prescribed sowing dates are exactlymet, prescribedmaturity647

dates are met on average. Vernalization in winter-wheat made GDD pre-computationmore648

complicated and maturity dates may be less accurate there.649
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5.2.5 pDSSAT650

5.2.6 PEPIC651

PEPIC simulates the phenological development rate as null below Tmin and maximum at652

Topt (default values of the EPIC model).653

To harmonize the growing periods GDD only were tuned.654

PEPIC provided simulation results for a subset of T levels. The output variables of the655

missing levels (either T1 & T3, or T2) were derived by linear interpolation.656

5.2.7 PROMET657

To simulate the crop phenological progress, PROMET uses a curvilinear (bell-shaped)658

temperature response function of crop development rate. Three parameters (Tmin, Topt ,659

Tmax) are used for calibrating the function: the rate is null belowTmin and aboveTmax , and is660

maximumatTopt . In addition, vernalization and light effect potentially inhibit phenological661

progress. Water stress is considered indirectly via the leaf temperature. PROMET uses662

leaf temperature, which leads to different phenology between rainfed and irrigated crops663

and allW-dimensions, because reduced water supply results in increased leaf temperatures664

that usually accelerates phenological development, but could also decrease phenological665

development rates, if temperature is already beyond the cardinal temperature of Topt .666

To harmonize the growing periods, sowing date were prescribed from the give data667

set and the model harvest date were pre-calculated. The offset between simulated harvest668

date and given harvest date were used to calibrate a phenological acceleration/retardation669

factor. Then the model was run again, this time matching the given dates for sowing and670

harvest. On some grid cells, the pre-calculation did not succeed, e.g. due to crop failure.671

In this case, no phenological acceleration/retardation factor could be calculated. These672

grid cells were masked out and yield is set to NA.673

PROMET used ERAI as climate forcing dataset, because it has three-hourly simulation674

time step. PROMET outputs report yield failures as NA. We post-process yield data to675

fulfill reporting convention. We replaced all NA with 0 t ha-1 for yields in grids with676

MIRCA reported harvested area.677
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5.3 Supplementary tables678

GGCM Param. maize rice soy spring-wheat winter-wheat
CARAIB Tmin 8 8 7 0 0

Topt NA NA NA NA NA
Tmax NA NA NA NA NA
GDDmin 1000 1000 1500 1800 2000
GDDmax 3000 4000 3600 4000 4000

GEPIC Tmin 8 10 10 5 0
Topt 25 25 25 20 15
Tmax NA NA NA NA NA
GDDmin 200 200 200 200 200
GDDmax 4280 3728 3227 5291 6180

LPJ-GUESS Tmin 8 NA NA 0 - 8 0 - 8
Topt NA NA NA 24 - 29 24 - 29
Tmax NA NA NA 35 - 40 35 - 40
GDDmin 100 (100) NA NA 209 (100) 342 (100)
GDDmax 4210 (5059) NA NA 4600 (5768) 4600 (5791)

LPJmL Tmin 5 10 10 0 0
Topt NA NA NA NA NA
Tmax NA NA NA NA NA
GDDmin 700 700 700 700 700
GDDmax unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited

pDSSAT Tmin
Topt
Tmax
GDDmin
GDDmax

PEPIC Tmin 8 10 10 5 0
Topt 25 25 25 20 15
Tmax NA NA NA NA NA
GDDmin unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited
GDDmax unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited

PROMET Tmin 8 12-15 15-17 0 0 - 8
Topt 30 22-28 24-26 25 19-24
Tmax 42 40 40 37 30-35
GDDmin NA NA NA NA NA
GDDmax NA NA NA NA NA

Table S1: GGCMs phenology parametrization.
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5.4 Supplementary figures679

Figure S1: Available crop model simulations for each model, crop, temperature offset and
management setting used in this study. Simulation setups missing (except for LPJ-GUESS
rice and LPJ-GUESS soy) are interpolated as described in Section 1.1.2.
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Figure S2: Evaluation of the growing period harmonization acrossGGCMs (T0, historical
management setting). Prescribed planting (a) and maturity (b) dates are plotted against
realized dated in each model (rows) and for each crop (column). The grey line is the 1:1
line. Across the model ensemble and crops 94% of the cultivated cells have a modeled
planting date within ±3 days compared to the prescribed dates, CARAIB, LPJ-GUESS,
LPJmL and PROMET for instance meets these dates in all cells, while others like PEPIC,
GEPIC or pDSSAT, have large systematic errors for some of the crops and do not meet
these dates in up to 44% of the cells. Across the model ensemble and crops only 40%
of the cultivated cells have a modeled maturity date within ±3 days, and four models
(CARAIB, PEPIC, PROMET, LPJmL) out of seven have maturity dates deviations larger
than ±14 days from the observed in 22% or more of the cells.
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Figure S3: As Figure 2a but for both rainfed and irrited crops.
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Figure S4: As Figure 2a but for both rainfed and irrited crops for each GGCM.
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Figure S5: As Figure 2b but for both rainfed and irrited crops.
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Figure S6: As Figure 2b but for both rainfed and irrited crops for each GGCM.
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Figure S7: Cropland allocation in specific Koeppen-Geiger climate zones.
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Figure S8: (a) Growing period change (%) and (b) yield change (%) with 4K temperature
increase. Each panel shows crop-specific ensemble median of the difference T4-T0 under
static management (CVold + RF).
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Figure S9: As Figure ??c but for both rainfed and irrited crops for each GGCM.
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Figure S10: As Figure 3 (All crops), but for each GGCM.
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Figure S11: As Figure 3 but for each GGCM.
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Figure S12: As Figure 3a, but for the Köppen-Geiger climate zones.

Figure S13: As Figure 4a, but for each temperature offset.
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Figure S14: As Figure 4a, but for each GGCM.
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